
 

Tai Chi’s moving meditation increasingly in the spotlight 

Harvard Medical School declares “ Mindfulness Improves Heart Health”   
 

MEDITATION & MINDFULNESS    Contemplation, wisdom, mindfulness, healing …….these 
words are now common parlance in education, business and the media. Meditation practices are re
garded as new solutions for well-being and the fight against the negative, stressful and dehumanized 
aspects of urban life. More and more people around the world are meditating. Meditative practices 
are increasingly being used in healthcare, schools, and business, supported by the many scientific 
studies into it’s benefits for health and well-being……the magic we’ve been waiting for.  
 

As for exercise, if it were available as a pill, experts say, everyone would be taking it. One reason 
is that exercise is very good at defusing stress. During exercise, stress hormones are burnt off just 
as nature intended, instead of letting them pile up. Regular exercise helps you ward off everyday 
stress. What's more, slow rhythmic and mindful movements exercises such as Tai chi and Qigong 
elicit the relaxation response, and helps regulate blood pressure and the immune system. 
 

A Tai Chi and Qigong session will leave you feeling calmer and more centred. Four components 
are triggered: movement, thought, sensation, and feeling.  Slow mindful movements generate 
neurons in the brain which maps the sensations created in the body, particularly beneficial to peo
ple with strokes, children with cerebral palsy, and even autism.  Slowness of movement is the key 
to awareness, and awareness is the key to learning. We can eliminate a lot of muscle tension in the 
body by using awareness to spot tense muscles that are not necessary for that movement  As aware
ness, sensitivity, and  consciousness expands, healing automatically follows. 
 

NEW WEBSITE                       
we have a new website up and 
running called Khor living chi.            
Web:www.khorlivingchi.com.au.  

 This website has listings of 
AATC classes nationwide plus 
New Zealand.  The website lists 
all upcoming events, including 
china tours and workshops.  Academy merchandise are listed under the “merchandise” tab. To pur
chase AATC merchandise, merely select and add it to your order. Then scroll down to the bottom 
and fill in the form. Click send and we will contact you for payment. 
 

Please address all future e-mails to aatc@khorlivingchi.com.au .  The old e-mail address 
will gradually be phased out.  You can subscribe to newsletters at the bottom of the website 
page by typing in your e-mail.  There is a new feature  called “Online Videos”  based on a 
monthly subscription which have a number of DVDs you’ll be able to watch on your mo
bile or tablet.  Please help to spread the word about our new website, thank you. 

Australian Academy of Tai Chi      P.O.Box 1020,  Burwood Nth,    NSW 2134                         

   Tel : 9797 9355        Email : aatc@khorlivingchi.com.au          

Web: www.khorlivingchi.com.au 

World's first Tai Chi on Sydney Harbour Bridge 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wLwyRdIy4g  

http://www.khorlivingchi.com.au
mailto:aatc@khorlivingchi.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wLwyRdIy4g


MINDFULNESS  & TAI CHI  WORKSHOP 

SAT 17 March  9.30 to 12.30pm    $ 60.00 (early Bird ) $ 70 at Door)  

 

BADUAJIN (8 Golden Treasures) practiced by ancient Taoists to strengthen the 
health of internal organs of the body (lungs, liver, stomach, spleen, heart, etc)  

SHIBASHI  & TAI CHI -  Breathing, Stretching, and mindfulness body-mind 
workout with self defence applications. A new neuromuscular approach to  balance. 

 

SHIBASHI FAN  WORKSHOP   

SAT 17 March  1.30 - 4.30pm      $ 60(early Bird) or $ 70 (at Door)  

Learn the new Shibashi fan set from the Grandmaster himself.                        
From basic Fan exercise to  Advance Fan Techniques  

Footwork & Stances *  Methods &  Applications *                                                   
 

50+ Leisure & Learning Centre, Albany Street, GOSFORD  

Bookings: 9797 9355       0410 050 080         0422 795 365        0435 121 520  

Email: aatc@khorlivingchi.com.au       www.khorlivingchi.com.au  

 

“Magical Wonderland China Tour”    16th - 30th Sept . 2018 
 

China’s Atlantis underwater city    Wudang Mountain– Training with Taoist master 

Mount Qingcheng - Ancient Taoist Resort     Hangzhou - Magical lake garden paradise   

Emei  - Lohan & Vibration Qigong training   Qiandao Lake - Thousand islands Cruise   

Guiyang – Walk the beautiful valley and then into the largest waterfall in China  
 

Airfare, hotels, meals, sightseeing $5399 

Training ! Massage ! Banquets ! Live Shows !!! 

Enquiries  (02) 9797 9355   Book now with $500 Deposit 

Email : aatc@khorlivingchi.com.au         Web: www.khorlivingchi.com.au 

Private Tuition* Company Presentation  *Training Courses  
Academy offers professional Tai Chi & Qigong instructor training courses                                                     

Also Workshops, Seminars, Weekend Retreats,  Intensive Courses  

Walk Thru Waterfall 

Leisure Cruise on Lakes 


